CLEOPATRA BONES

This heroic hound has a boundless sense of adventure and sure nose for treasure. And she can land almost anywhere in her powered parachute.
The gripping hands on Diego’s OranguTank can be fired into the treetops, allowing him to swing his way through the jungle.
Pablo Prisma

Pablo’s jungle buggy can change colour as quickly as he can, allowing him to scoot past other treasure hunters without being noticed.
Ella’s jet-copter can swoop down into the tightest spots and snatch up treasure in its mechanical claws.
AL MCNASTY
Capable of travelling on both land and water, Al’s armoured aqua-car is crammed full of dangerous dynamite.
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Sir Hugo’s Bushwacker Buggy can swipe aside sturdy obstacles and lift heavy boulders with its powerful fork-lift tusks.
RANDALL ROSÉ JR

Randall’s jet-boat is fitted with a rocket-powered grappling hook to help him climb waterfalls.
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Jumping Jack O’Malley

The springy skis on Jack’s rugged Rapids Racer allow him to leap up the rockiest of rivers against the strongest of currents.
Agatha's hovercraft can glide over land as well as water and its hydraulic jaws are handy for digging up buried treasure.
Ringo & Ramona Lamarr

The telescopic arm on Ringo and Ramona's buggy allows Ringo to stay on the lookout for treasure while Ramona speeds them on their way.
URSULA ANDREX

Unstoppable treasure-hunter
Ursula has modified a snowmobile
to cope with jungle conditions.
The Longclaw’s jungle-copter is fitted with a winch that’s perfect for lifting heavy treasure chests—or huge stone bottoms!
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The Reverend’s nippy jump-jet is small enough to take the tightest shortcuts and can change direction in the blink of an eye.
Max O’Moley

Max’s turbo-powered tunneller can dig through almost any obstacle, without slowing down.
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Ollie Octolinni

Ollie feels that sea creatures shouldn't have to stick to hunting for sunken treasure, so his Octobuggy has a water-filled cockpit to allow him to travel on land.
GEENA SCUTLEBRUSH

There are “no strings attached” to Geena’s jet-kite, just a joystick cable to allow her to steer!
The Baron's family have been searching for the Golden Chimpanzee for generations. His Clawmobile is the fastest car in the jungle.
JANGO KARBUNKEL

The spinning disks on Jango’s Jungle-Shredder are tipped with real diamonds and can clear a path through the densest jungle.